THE BEST EXPLANATION

v The purpose of this lesson is to consider

the strength of the Christian worldview in
contrast to competing worldviews so that
we engage with confidence in why we
have the hope we have!
v Additionally, to preemptively put forth
that the only legitimate answer to the
human condition comes from God!

v As Christians, we acknowledge that there

are a limited number of claims that we are
making, so there are a limited number of
questions/explanations that need to be
made as Christians.
v The Christian worldview holds that if a
worldview is not a Biblical one, then it is
weak and inferior (inconsistent and
incomprehensive).

v Michael D. Palmer argues that a

worldview, then, is a set of beliefs and
practices that shape a person’s approach
to the most important issues in life.
v He explains the function as follows:
“Through our worldview, we determine
priorities, explain our relationship to
God and fellow human beings, assess the
meaning of events and justify our
actions.”

v Norman Giesler describes a worldview

as, “an interpretive framework through
which or by which one makes sense out of
the data of life and the world.”
v “Worldview refers to the cluster of beliefs
a person holds about the most significant
issues of life such as God, the cosmos,
knowledge, values, humanity, and
history.” –Kenneth Samples

A Worldview is a
conceptual scheme by
which we consciously or
unconsciously place or fit
everything we believe and
by which we interpret and
judge reality. – Nash
A worldview is a collection
of beliefs and ideas about
the central issues of life.
It’s the lens through which
we “see” all of reality.

Ø Theological

§ The God Question

Ø Metaphysics

§ The Reality Question

Ø Epistemology

§ The Knowledge…

Ø Axiology

§ The Values Question

Ø Humanity

§ The Human Question

Ø History

§ The Start and Finish...

v Nature is the “whole show.”
v There is no supernatural realm and/or

intervention in the world.
v This view suggests that everything can be
answered by science.
v There is an answer to everything through
the process of science.

v Theism is the worldview that an infinite,

personal God created the universe and
miraculously intervenes in it from time to
time.
v God is both transcendent over the
universe and immanent in it.
v The three great theistic religions are
Judaism, Islam, and Christianity.

v In distinction from a theist, who believes

God exists beyond and in the world, and a
pantheist, who believes God is the world,
an atheist believes there is no God either
beyond or in the world.
v There is only a universe or cosmos and
nothing more.

v Deism is the belief in a God who made the

world but who never interrupts its
operations with supernatural events.
v It is a theism minus miracles.
v God does not interfere with his creation.
Rather, he designed it to run independent
of him by immutable natural laws.
v In nature, he has also provided all that his
creatures need to live.

v The denial of any absolute or objective

standards, especially in ethics. (objectivity.)
v Ethical relativists can be individual
relativists, who hold that what is morally
right is relative to the beliefs or emotions of
the individual,
v Cultural relativists, who hold that what is
morally right varies with different societies.
(subjectivism.) Analogously, in epistemology
v Relativism holds that what is true is
dependent on the individual or the culture.

v Religious humanists regard the universe as self-

existing and not created.
v Humanism believes that man is a part of nature
and that he has emerged as the result of a
continuous process. Holding an organic view of
life, humanists find that the traditional dualism of
mind and body must be rejected.
v Humanism recognizes that man’s religious
culture and civilization . . . are the product of a
gradual development.
v Humanism asserts that the nature of the universe
depicted by modern science makes unacceptable
any supernatural or cosmic guarantee of human
values.

v An accident
v A product of chance
v Evolved ooze
v Here with no reason

or purpose, and
therefore you are
ultimately nothing.
v You have no real
value in comparison
to anything else on
this ball of chance.

v To consume and

enjoy.
v Pleasure and
consumption, gain
and enjoyment.
v Hedonistic
indulgence.
v Do what you want.
v Be the number one
creature on the
evolutionary charts!

v Postmodernity would

answer that it is a lack
of information,
education or
oversight/government.
v People either don’t
know
v People aren’t being
watched enough.
v You can stop the
problems!

v More education
v More government
v This culture cannot

offer anything else.
v Teach people more
stuff.
v Give them more
information.
v The problem is you
actually get a more
sophisticated evil doer!

Col 1:12-23 giving thanks to the Father, who has qualified you to
share in the inheritance of the saints in light. (13) He has delivered
us from the domain of darkness and transferred us to the kingdom of
his beloved Son, (14) in whom we have redemption, the forgiveness
of sins. (15) He is the image of the invisible God, the firstborn of all
creation. (16) For by him all things were created, in heaven and on
earth, visible and invisible, whether thrones or dominions or rulers or
authorities—all things were created through him and for him. (17)
And he is before all things, and in him all things hold together. (18)
And he is the head of the body, the church. He is the beginning, the
firstborn from the dead, that in everything he might be preeminent.
(19) For in him all the fullness of God was pleased to dwell, (20) and
through him to reconcile to himself all things, whether on earth or in
heaven, making peace by the blood of his cross. (21) And you, who
once were alienated and hostile in mind, doing evil deeds, (22) he
has now reconciled in his body of flesh by his death, in order to
present you holy and blameless and above reproach before him, (23)
if indeed you continue in the faith, stable and steadfast, not shifting
from the hope of the gospel that you heard, which has been
proclaimed in all creation under heaven, and of which I, Paul, became
a minister.

v An accident
v A product of chance
v Evolved ooze
v Here with no reason

or purpose, and
therefore you are
ultimately nothing.
v You have no real
value in comparison
to anything else on
this ball of chance.

v I am the crowning

glory of God’s
creative efforts.
(Psalm 8:5; 139:13)
v I am the height of the
creative order.
v I am made with
reason, will,
creativity, choice,
significance and gifts
by the intent and
design of God!
Gen.1:26-28

v To consume and

enjoy.
v Pleasure and
consumption, gain
and enjoyment.
v Hedonistic
indulgence.
v Do what you want.
v Be the number one
creature on the
evolutionary charts!

v I am here for God.
v I am here for God’s

glory.
v I am here for God’s
glorious purpose.
v I exist to bring Him
glory!
v Meaning, mission,
purpose and
significance are
answered in this
thought!

v Postmodernity would

v You! & Me!

answer that it is a lack
of information,
education or
oversight/government.
v People either don’t
know
v People aren’t being
watched enough.
v You can stop the
problems!

v Sin
v Sinful people
v Fallen world
v Fallen humanity
v Fallen thinking
v Fallen behavior
v Sin affects everything,

from thought to
actual material world.

v More education

v Not merit.

v More government

v Not more information.

v This culture cannot

v The propitiatory act of

offer anything else.
v Teach people more
stuff.
v Give them more
information.
v The problem is you
actually get a more
sophisticated evil doer!

God in Jesus to
redeem, reconcile,
rescue and restore!
v The blood of Jesus!
v God through Jesus by
the Holy Spirit has a
plan to save man!

v God gives revelation to explain the human

condition.
v That revelation directly points to the person
Jesus, and His sacrifice for humanity, showing;
1.
You are loved by God.
2.
Jesus is the ultimate plan for abundant life.
3.
Real life is lived in relationship with The
Creator.
4.
There is more to come!
5.
These truths are historically evidenced.

